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INTERIM OPINION ON STEPS TO BE TAKEN TO 
EXPLORE AND ADOPT A CO-MPREHENSJVE GAS STRATEGY 

In opening this rulemaking proceeding, we stated our intention to assess 

the current n\arket and regulatory fram.ework for California's natural gas 

industry and to adopt re(orn\s that emphasize n\arket~oriented policies that will 

benefit aU of California's natural gas consumers. The underlying philosophical 

premise is that whete there arc competing providers of goods and services, the 

variety and quality of those offerings will improve and providers will be 

moti\'ated to keep prices cmnpetitively low. Consistent with this philosophy, we 

seek to identil}' the services for which the public interest suggests the need for 

greater competition and determine the steps that We must take to facilitate 

healthy competition. We have considered the concerns of approximately 45 

parties offered as written opening and reply coinn\ents and as oral con\rt'lents at a 

full-panel hearing on April.6, 1998. Here, we discuss our plans to complete this 

assessment and adopt a long-term strategy. In addition, we take certain steps to 

improve the functioning of the current rl'tarket in ways that should be compatible 

with any additional chat\ges we may later seck to introduce. 

Our Plans for DevelopIng a Long·Range Gas Strategy 

Market Structure Decision 
In the context of natural gas utility regulation, the "market 

structure" describes the way gas and related services are provided to customers. 

It refers to the mixture of services that arc provided exclusively by utilities, those 

that are provided only by competitors other than the utilities, and those that are 

prOVided by both. As reflected in the first sentence of out Order Instituting 

Rulemaking (R.) 98-{))~011, it is oUr goal to regulate this indllstry in a mam\et that 

enhances the influence of competitive market fo·rees. In order to identify an 
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appropriate structure for this natural gas markel, we must l.lnderst"nd how 

current market cOliditions a(fed competitive (or~es. On Apri12.), 1998, 

Comn\issioncrs Richard A. Bilas and Jessie J. Knight, Jr. (the assigned 

commissioners) invited partidpantsto file market conditions reports to describe 

specific instances in which "utilities have used or have the potential to usc their 

cOntrol of transmission, distribution, storage or procurement systems to achieve 

an anti-conlpetitive efleet. In addition, they have asked parties' toptovide 

specific, concrete references to aspects of the 'utility contr()l systems and 

operations that may give utilities the abflity to impair cOmpetition. 

We concur with the assigned commissioners that partieS should 

submit such reports and "concur with th~ timetable setlorth in the April 23'.) 

ruling, which required that reports be filed no later than July 15, 1998, and 

culminated \viththe submission of rebuttal to the reports no later than 

August 21/1998.· In addition, those wh<:- do not file reports and rebuttal may file 

comments on the reports by August 21, 1998. We plan to use the reports to 

establish facts pertinent to Our determination of the appropriate market structure. 

We will hold evidentiary hearings if needed to resolve cbntested facts that are 

critical to our dedsion-makiilg process. The coinment~ that arc filed concurrent 

with the rebuttal will be treated as argument and will not be given evidentiary 

weight. 

The assigned commissioners have also asked parties to file requests 

for hearings on the dale that rebuttal and comments are due. This is all 

important step, since the Commission Illust make a deterrnination of the need (or 

hearings before moving forward. At least one party seeks an opportunity to file 

such a r~quest at sOme date after receiving and reviewing the rebuttal. We do 

not extend the time for filiJ\g such requests. However, if a party finds that the, 

rebuttal showing of another party presents a compeHing need for hearings that 
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could not have been identified at an earlier thnc, a part}' may filc a motion (or 

consideration of a latc request (or he,uings and nlay attach its request to such a 

motion. Similarly, at least one part)' sC('ks the right to file rebuttal to another 

party's rebuttal showing. \Ve do not anticipate aHowing for stich additional 

rcbuttal. However, if a party finds that a rebuttal showing erroneously presents 

information as fact and that information may be critical to the Commission's 

dcdsion, a party nlay file a motion (or leave to serve additional rebuttal. Motions 

of either type must be filed no latcr that\ September 4, 1998. 

Before identifying a proposed market structure we will conduct a 

series of non-evidentiary public participation hearings throughout the state. At 

these hearings we hope to recei\;e comments on the nlerits of various proposals 

to restructure the gi\s market. We will schedule these hearings to occur after 

release of working group reports in mid·SCptember to allow interested parties to 
reflcet on all thl' \'arious work products in their comments. 

\\'e will use these reports, comments, public participation hearings, 

and any nt'Cessar)' evidentiary hearings to frame our understanding of how 

existing m3fkel s)'stems n'lust be adjusted to provide the most benefit to all of 

California's natur~ll gas customers. \Ve plan to express our proposed approach in 

the form of a market structure decision, which \\,ill provide focus for our final 

determination of the appropriate market structure. Based on this preliminary 

decision, we will evaluate the applicability of the California Environmental 

Quality Act (CEQA), as discussed further below, and report our proposal to the 

California legislature to seek its guidance and any needed changes to the law. 

In their April 23, 1998 ruling, the assigned comnlissioners required 

only the three respondents with th~ largest California customer bases to file 

~1arket Conditions Reports. The assigned commissioners en(ouraged other 

parties to file reports, as well. We specifically encourage the other respondetlts 
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(Southw~st Gas and WP Natural) to participate actively in this proc~ss, since 

actions taken by the COn\n\ission in response to the ~1arket Conditions Reports 

may affect those compantes, as weH. 

In the report that accompanied our order beginning this rulemaking 

effort, the Division of Strategic Planning suggested various principles and 

objectives to guide our asSessment of the market structure. \Ve have considered 

thoSe suggestions in light of the comments of(ered by various parties and agree 

that it is appropriate to state our goals in (onsid~ring changes to the market 

structure. 

Goals 
In aSsessing the existing natural gas market structures and 

considering a long-tent\ strategy for regulating the industry, We intend to pursue 

the (oJlowing goals, among others: 

1. To (omplement arid enhance the benefits of electric restruchuing. 

2. To eliminate inappropriate cross-subsidies. 

3. To guard against unnecessary barriers to the entry of competitors into 

various aspects of the natural gas market. 

4. To mitigate competitive abuses that may occur because one firm exerts 

inordinate control over the functioning of the marketpJa~e. 

5. To enhance (ompetition by providing separate rates tor each rnajor 

component of utility service and allowing customers to choose to have other 

firms substitute their services and charges where appropriate. 

6. To ensure that the rates custom~rs pay for utility services reflect the cost of 

those services. 

7. To preserve the low costs currently enjoyed by Caliiomia natural gas 

customers. 

8. To prOVide adequate consumer protection. 
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9. To ensure that natural gas service Is safe and fe1iable. 

Implementation 
By Identifying the appropriate market structure~ we will establish 

the context (Of addressing an array of implementation issues r~\ised in the 

Strategic P1anning report and in .rarties' comments. These include, among 

others, the adoption ot regulatory reforms, the treatment of stranded costs, the 

provision of default service, and setting appropriate balancing requirements. 

Some changes, such ·as any \ve might make to mte design for utility services, may 

need to (0)10\\' the resolution of other implementation issues. When we issue a 

decision on market structure, we \\'ilI announce a schedule and process for 

considering all of these and other implementation issues. 

Applicability of CeOA 
On April 29, 1998, the Coalition of California Utility Employees and 

the Southern California Gas Workers Council (CCUE/SCG\VC) liled a motion lOr 

determinatiol\ of the applicability of CEQA to this rulcnlaking. CCUE/SCGWC 

argue that at least some of the proposals containcd in the Dh'ision of Strategic 

Planning (OSP) report "Strategies (or Natural Gas Relorn\" Oanuary 21,1998)' 

cannot be adopted unless the Commission first undertakes analysis of potential 

environmental impacts pursuant to CEQA. Friends of the Earth filed a reply in 

suppOrt of the motion. Southern California Edison Company (Edison) and a 

combination of the Southern California Gas Con\pany and San Diego Gas & 

Electric Company (SoCalGas/SDG&E) filed responses addressing portions of the 

motion. No one opposed the motion or suggested that CEQA might not apply to 

at least sonle of the actions set lorth in the report. 

The statutes comprising CEQA (Public Resource Code § 2fOOO, et 

seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (14 Ca1i(omia Code of Regulations § 15000, et 

seq.) do not provide clear guidance as whether the type of govcrnr'l\ent action 
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cmbodied in any final polic)' decision we iSsue In this arca would faU within the 

requirements of CEQA. Ho\vever, we note the foHowing expression of the 

Legislature's intent in enacting CEQA: 

"It is the intent of the Legislature that aU agencies of the state 
government which regulate acth'ities of priV<lte individuals, 
corporations, and public agencies which are found to affect 
the quality of the environment, shall regulate such activities so 
that major ('Ons}d~rati6n is given to prc\tcnting ~~viron~entat . 
damage, while providing a deccnt hcime and satisfying living 
environment for every Californian." (Public Resources Code 
§ 21000 (g).) 

We acknowledge our responsibility to honor that intent. However, it 

is too soon to tell whether we will adopt policies in this proceeding that could 

affect the quality of the environment. 

\Vhere CEQA does apply, it applies to a decision that commits the 

agency to a definite course of action (14 Cal Code Reg § 15352(b». Currently, we 

have before us a catalogue of options as identified by th~ DSP. In order to assess 

the applicability of CEQA in a nleaningfut way, we must first de\'elop a 

proposed (ourse of action based on that catalogue and other sources. Then, we 

can assess the applicability of CEQA to that proposal. If CEQA applies, we 

would undertake appropriate environmental review belore issuing an order that 

commits the agency to a course of action. 

We will deny, without prejudice, the l1\otlon (urrently before us. 

After we have issued an order identifying ~ proposed course of action, we will 

revisit the question of whether or not CEQA applies and would entertain any 

subsequent nlotions on this subject at that time. 

Short-Term Steps· 
There are a number of steps we can take prior to choosing a market 

structure that will help us prepare (or making decisions based on the market 
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conditions reports or will result in short·term improvcments that should be 

compatible with any structural changes that we may adopt later. \Ve detail these 

short·term steps below. 

Working Groups 
To help prepare (or making a market structure decision, the assigned. 

commiSSioners have created h~ .. o new working groups. The Revenue Cycle 

Servkes Safety \Vorking Group will address the safety concerns that have been 

raised by many Commenting parties related to the inttoduction of competition in 

the provision of gas meters, metering services, and services on thecustoinet side 

of the metcr. In order to determine the ap'propriatcnesS of allowing for 

competition for some or all o/these services, we must be assured that aJ\y 
relevant safety concerns are adequately addressed. theassigned commissioners 

have asked this group to report its findings no later than september 15, 1998. 

The Statewide Consistency \Vorking Group will create a detailed 

inventory of significant inconsistencies in policies, programs, tariffs, rules,and 

procedures employed by gas utilities throughout the state. As time is available; 

we hope that this group will also identify inconsistencies that should be 

eJiolinated. The assigned commissioners have asked this group to report its 

findings no later than September 4, 1998. Both of these reports \viH be crltical 

elements of our consideration of market structure and implementation issues. 

Functional Unbundling of Costs, Rates and services 
In the market SITUChlte decision, we will identify the services for 

which customers should be abJe to choose a provider other than the utility. In 

order to fadlitate such chOice, a utility must provide its customers with bills that 

separately sta.te the charges related to its various Services. Thisprke infonnatlon 

is part of what a consumer or energy prOVider needs in order to make an 
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informed choice and provides a basis lor charging only (or those services 

purchased from the utility. 

On£' can think of the unbundling process as involving three 

activities: s~parately identifying costs (cost separation), presenting bills that 

('ontain separate rates (or each function (rate separation), and providing the 

option for customets to pay the utility for a particular service at the separate rate, 

or purchase the service elsewhere (competitive service). It is too soon 'to know 

with finality those services which should be tompetitive. We will suspend 

judgment about further service competition until after we have completed our 

review of ' the market conditions reports and the reports of the'two working 

groups." Howe\'er, there are certain things we do know, even at this early stage 

of this inquiry: 

1. Various finns can noW compete to provide electric generation and 

many electric customers also purchase natural gas (roIn the same company that 

sells them electricity. In addition, there is already competitiotl (or the provision 

of some aspects of gas service. There is good reason to consider opening the 

natural gas biH rendering, remittance processing, and collections servkes 

functions (billing) so that competing gas and electric providers can choose to 

provide a consolidated bill for gas and electricity and so that the customers of . 

such providers will not face duplicative charges for the billing function. In 

addition, most customers who purchase natural gas from entities other than the 

utilities now receive redundant bills (r~m the distribution utility and the gas 

provider. This nlay be an inefficient result, where the customer only wants a 

single, consolidated bill yet is saddled with the cost of hvo bills. It may therefore 

be logical lor the natural gas utilities to provide billing option~ similar to those 

currently offered on the electric side whether or not we make changes to the 

curtent market structure. \Ve intend to provide a (orum for parties to addr~s 
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potential labor impacts associated with providing compctith'c billing and other 

services. The assigned commissioners will issue a fuling outlining the details of 

this (orum in the near futufe. 

2. \Vith some differences, both PG&E and SoCalGas already oUcr 

separate rates (or procurell'\ent, stor~lge, and interstate transportation. As we 

continue the movement toWard the broader oUering of c:ompetith'e services, it is 

important to ensure that an costs arc assigned to the appropriate (unction. To 
achieve this goal, we must examine each utility~s total revenue requirement and 

understand whete each dollar should be assigned on a functional basis, whether 

those costs arc fixed or variable, specific or common. Then, when we have 

determined whether and the extent to which various service components will be . 

competitive)' providedl the utilities \"iII be able to implement separate rates for 

those sen' ices and assure us that no charges have been left in any functional 

categor}' by default. 

For these reasons, we \vill direct the respondent utilities to tile 

applic~llions in \\'hich they identify the functional categories to which all costs 

should be allocated. Those categories nlust include procurement, tr~'\l\smission, 

storllge, hub scn'ices, baJancing, public purpose pr6grams, revenue cycle 

ser"lcesl and distribution. Transmission revenues and resulting rates should be 

divided into interstate and intrastate components. Revenue cycle service 

revenues and r~ltes should separately identify costs (or billing, meter provision 

and maintenance, n'eler reading and customer service, and other services 

provided beyond the meter. 

Not all of the respondent utilities own or control natural gas ~torage 

facilities. FOr those that do, there appear to be fout' principal storage functions: 

1. Ptoviding seasonal "~oJ\omic" storage (or cOie service -- storage 

capacity used to hedge against price fluctuations. 
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2. Ensuring reliability of sefvice fOf core customers -~ stO((lge 

capacity used by the utility to supplement flowing supplies to meet its own 

procurement customers' requirement:; during peak periods, typically during 

winter months. 

3. Balancing-related storage - storage capacity used to compensate 

fOf an aggregator's failure to supply the full quantity of gas that it is committed 

to provide. 

4. Noncore firm storage -. storage capacity for which, currently, the 

utilities are partly 01' wholly at-risk. 

In their applications, We will ask each respondent utility that does 

face storage costs to report on the amount of injection, withdrawal, and inventory 

that it dedicates or allocates to serving each of these functiol1s and to propose 

separate rates that reflett these priorities. 

These applications shall be filed no later than February 26, 1999. 

Through these applications, the utilities should prepare to have 

separately identified costs and rates for all services no later than l\farch 31, 2()()(). 

\Ve believe it is critical that these rates teflect the fully-allocated costs related to 

the particular function being performed; that is, all costs attributable to providing 

that function, plus an allocation of common costs. The applications filed 

February 26, 1999 should therefore reflect, at a minimum, proposals to separate 

costs and rates using a fully-allocated methodology, in addition to any other 

proposal the utilities wish to advance.' The separate rates will only appear on 

I In these applications the utilities need to demonstrate how aU required revenues arc 
allocated by function: Theutilities have the burden of demonstrating that the 
information they rely upon is accurate. In some instances, they may be able to use data 
submitted to the Commission in the context of other proceedings. This is acceptable so 
long as the data produces accurate results. 
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bills issued on or after ~iar(h 31, 2000 for those services that are bch\g 

competitively offered. The Commission has previously allowed for 

conlpctitivcly providing son\e scn'ices, such as the core aggregation programs 

offered by most respondent utilities. \Vc ernphasizc1 howcver, that wc are 

explicitly deferring judgment on the appropriateness of allowing competition in 

the provision 01 an)' scn'ices, including those services about which safety or 

labor impact concerns have been raised. We will not make further 

determinations about whichl j( any, services should be competitively provided 

until \\'C have reviewed the various reports and hearings scheduled lor this 

summer. 

COre Aggregation LImits 
Our existing policies allow for limits on participation in the Core 

Aggregation Transportation (CAT) program. In 1990 the Cornmissionl in 

Decision (D.) 90-02-040, set torth final rules for a three-year experimental CAT 

program to allow (ore (ustomers to piutidpate in, and benefit front, the emerging 

competitive-gas supply market. These rutes limited the program to 10% of each 
gas utility's total retail cOre demand, and required a minimum aggregated 

customer volume of 250,000 therms per year in order to participate in the 

program.! In 1994, the Commission ordered that the experimental CAT program 

should continue pending a more in-depth review of the program (see D.94-0-I-

027). In 1995, in D.95-07-0481 the Commission reviewed and extended the CAT 

program. At that time, the COJl\n\ission made (ertain refinements to the program 

l\Ve note that, (or PG&E, the core aggregation program limits ate reduced. Under the 
PG&E Gas Accord (D.97-08-055) the 10% core road limit is lifted and the 250,0C() 
therm-per-year aggregated minimum is reduced to 120,000 therms per year. 
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and ordered further unbundling of interstate pipeline demand charges from core 

rates; howe\,('l, the original10% participation limit and 250,000 thern'-per-year 

minimurn threshold limitations havc remained. 

The n'\inimum volume threshold (or program participation can be 

traced to the Commission's 1986 Rulcmaking (R.86-06-006) into refinements for 

new regulatory framework (or gas utilities, in which corc customers were 

defined as those who use less than 250/000 theims per year (D.86-12-010). Core 

customers Were also considered to have the highest priority on the system and to 

have no alternate fuel capacity. At that time, the Commission stated its intention 

"to restrict eligibility for procurernent options at this time to 
customers who, because of larger size and/or alternate fuel 
capabilities, arc likely to be best equipped to participate in a 
competitive marketplace and make \veU-teas6noo de<lsions 
regarding natural gas services for themselves. Another strictly 
sffondary reasoi\ is that such restrictiOllS \\Jould ease the 
utilities' administrative burdens by a reduction in the sheer 
volume of customers requesting information and contracts. 
As the marketplace develops, both these factors rna)' become 
less important, and we may reconsider whether the 
restrictions should be reduced or eliminated."l 

The origin of the 10% participation lirrut is more recent: in our initial 

decision approving the three-year CAT program, the Commission agreed with 

the utilities that"it is reasonable to put some limits on program participation 

because of the experimental nature of the program." Essentially, the CAT Hnuts 

were designed to provide utilities with customer and load stability and at the 

san'e time provide an opportunity to test the competitive gas supply product. 

) 22 CPUC 2d 491, p. 505-S06. 
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These lin\its also protected (Ofe customers while competitive gas suppl}', 

trtlnsportation, and storage markets de\'eloped. 

The CAT progmn\ has pro\'en to be a ,'aluable option for 

participating customers by allowing core customers to consolidate their loads 

and purcha~e gas from a non-utility supplier of their choict'. As the n\arketplate 

has evolved, the distinction betwccn customers has b<.>Comc less clear. Indeed, as 

we found in 1995, "noncore cllstomers are today d.istinguishcd from corc 

customers only by their size, even though both core and none-ore customers may 

be able to take advantage of competitive optionsll (see D.95-07-048). In the 

absence of a strong reason for maintaining limits, beneficial programs should be 

available to aU utility customers. Furthennore, the utilities have now developed 

and are refining transaction and information systems to accommodate 

transportation-onl}' transactions with bolh-nol\core and core cust.omerS. 

The CAT program is eight years old, arid its limits now apply to a 

program that is no longer experimental. The remaining distinctions behveen core 

and noncorc in terms of access to conlpetitive options should be removed. \VhiJe 

we discuss out plans for opening up those options elsewhere in this order, here 

we state our intention to remove two barriers to participation in the program. 

We recognize that these limits are not the only impediment to a competitive core 

gas suppl}' market and that removing the 250,000 therm-per-year threshold or 

the 100/0 participation limit will not by itself have a dramatic or immediate impact 

on the market. Rather, our intention is to remove any urmecessary restrictions on 

competition for core natural gas customers. 

At the same time, because lifting the core aggregation program 

limits may expand competitive options available to residential and small 
, 

_commercial customers, it is imperative to enact adequate consumer protections, 
- . . 

as discussed more lully below, prior to Hfting the (ore aggregation liinits~ 
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For aU of these reasons, we will direct the respondent utilities with' 

core aggregation programs to file advice letters, within 30 days of the 

Commission issuing a natural gas ('onsumer protection program, reflecting any 

tariff changes necessary to remove the minimum volume and maximum. 

participation restrictions currently applicable to the core aggregation programs. 

Consum6r Protections 
\Ve agree with the Dsr report, a,s viell as many parties who 

addressed consumer protection issues in .their 'comments, that consumer 

protections de\'eloped lor; the natUral gas industry should be con'sistent, where 

appropriate, with protections the Commission has established foi' its other 

restructured, re8ulated. industrIes. Also' consistent with the (>ledric industry, 

where consumer proteCtions Were in place pn6r to allOWing (Of expanded 

competitive options jii the reside~tial and small commercial markets, we must 

have conSumer protedion in place prio't to lifting the core aggregation program 

restrictions. Corisist~nt with our goals in implementing recent consumer 

protection initiatives lor electric custoillers, We seek to arm Ilatural gas 

consumers with sufficient kri()wledge to make them confident participanls in a 

competitive natural gas industry as well. This will allow us to minimize 

confusion for natural gas consumers, as well as identtfy trends in consumer 

abuse, and mote efficiently use our own consumer res'outces lor energy-related 

enforcement, prev~ntion and mediation activities. 

OUf experience in the telecomrrlunications, and - more particularl}' -

the electric industry, suggests that the key clements of an effective, efficient 

consumer protection program include; 

• A screening process for market 'Stfvic'i providers. Consumers should 
be (onfident that ~hejt chosen gas service provider candenionstrate to the 
Conunission, at a Minimum, basic leveJs of finatlcial viability and ethical conduct, 
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as well as t('(hnic~ll expertise or experience which qUillifies then\ to effectivel}' 
participate in the market. 

• Sfnlict~ P(Qt,jdfT Rrgistr,lt;oll. According to the l~ro\'isions of 
Senate Bm 477 (58 471, enacted in February 1998), a prospcdh'e ElectricService 
Provider (except investor-owned regulated eleCtric lltilities) must provide its 
corporation's leg~1 nanle; current 'telephone number and address; agent (or 
service ,of process; state and ~ate of incorporation (if a,ny); (ustomer contact 
represenhltive; description ~f the services to be provided; civil, criminal, or 
regulatory sanction or penalty discloSure; proof of financial viability; and proof 
of technical and operational ability. This registration procesS contributes to 
consumer education and confidence in the choices available to them. 

• Third-Party VerifitaUoll. Independent venfication of service 
changes can be" another mechanism' to assure consumers of their control in an 
industry with more service optim1s. 

• Ali EdlltllliOIl Program. Natural gas consumers should be 
h\formed about the changes that have occurred and that ail' being considered in 
the natural gas industry so that they are better positioned to take advantage of 
the options available to them. They should also be educated and confident about 
their rights and recourse options in a more competith;e gas industry. 

• A ProCfSS for Addressillg PrOblems or Complaints. If Consumers do 
experience problems, are dissatisfied with their service or are subjected to . 
fraudulent actions, the process to air those conCerns should be dear, concise and 
responsive. 

• lVritlell Notice alld Disclosure. Written notice of the prices, terms, 
and conditions of service, as well as written description of the customer's right to 
rescind the contractl should be provided to small commercial and residential 
customers. 

\Ve will direct the Energy Division to prepare proposed consumer 

protection rules within 30 days and to mail them to all parties in this docket for 

comment. At a minimum, these rules should address the elements outlined 

above. Comments will be due 1\0 later than 30 days after the proposed rules are 

mailed. The Commission will take appropriate action as soon as possible 

thereafter. 
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Conclusion 
In this order, \\'C set forth our expcdatioils for undertaking and completing 

this rulemakillg effort. In addition, we take several steps to adjust the current 

marketplace. \Vc require the respondent utilities to file applications to separately 
. . 

identify costs and rates for aU services. In addition, we begin the process of 

developing enhanced consumer protections (or customers that choose to take gas 
service ftom a competili,'e provider prior to lifting restrictions on the utilities 

core aggregation programs: 

Findings of Fact 
L There is good rea~on to consider opening the natural ~as bill rendering, 

remittance processing, and collections services functions (billing) so that 

competing gas and electric providerscan choose to provide a consolidated bill for 

gas and electricity and so thalthe customers of such providers will not face 

duplicative charges for the billing function. 

2. As the natural gas industry continues its moven\ent toward the broader 

offering of competitive services, it is important to ~nsure that all costs are 

assigned to the appropriate function. 

3. The appropriate 'time to detemline the applicability of CEQA to "the 

development of a comprehensive natural gas regulatory strateg}' is after the 

Commission has identified a proposed market structure. 

4. The minimum volume and maxin\um participation restrictions currentl}' 

applicable to the core aggregation programs do not appear to be necessary and 

lnay have a chilling effect on the development of the core aggregation market. 

5. The protections provided to consumers of natural gas should be at least as 

comprehensive as the protections provided to consumers of electricity. 
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Conclusions of Law 

1. The utilities listed as respondents in the rulemaking order opening thIs . 

proceeding should file cost and rate separatioil applications as described in this 

decision. 

2. The motion (or determination of the applicability of CEQA to this 

rulemaking filed by CCUE/SCGWC on April ~9,1998 should be denied without 
. , 

prejudice. . -,.', 

3. The minimum volume and maximum participation restrictions currently 

applicable to th~ Cote aggregation programs should be eliminated once 

appropriate consumer protections are in piace. 
4. TheCon\mission should direct the Energy Division to develop and presellt 

proposed. consumer protection rules (or the gas industry. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. No late{ thar\ February 26, 1999, the utilities listed as respondents in the 

rulell'taking order opening this pr~eeding shall file applicatioris as described in 

this decision. These applications shaH addreSs separation of cost$ and rates (01' 

all sen'ices as discussed in this decision. The goal of this exercise is to provide a 

basis for ensuring that customers who elect to receive competitive natural gas 

services from an entity other than the utility will not be charged by the utility (or 

those services. 

2. on the basis of the Mark~t Conditions Reports, rebuttal and conunents to 

the reportsl we intend to issue a proposed market structure decision. Based on 

the elements of that proposal, we, will asSess t~~ applicability of the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to our adoption of a final policy dedsion. 
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3. No later than 30 days after the Commission issues consumer protedion 

rules, respondent utilities with core aggregation programs shall file advice letters 

reflecting anytarilf changes necessary to remo\'e the minimum volume and 

maximum participation restrictions currently applic<lble to the core aggregation 

programs. 

4. No later than 30 days after the effective date of this order, the Energy 

Division shall develop and serve on all parties proposed consumer protettion 

rules for the gas industry. These rules should include standards for being listed 

as a registered provider as well as criteria and procedures (ot removing 

providers from the list if they lail to adhere to applicable standards. In addition, 

they shall include a notice and appeal process under which a provider can 

contest a decision to have its name removed fron\ the list. Parties may file . 

comments on the proposed rules no later than 30 days alter they are mailed. 

S. The motion fot determination of the applicability of CEQA to this 

rulctnaking filed by the Coalition of California Utility Ernployees and the 

Southern California Gas \Vorkers Council on April 29, 1998 is denied without 

prejudice. 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 

Dated.August 6, 1998, at San Francisco, California. 
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